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ucts for waste management. “Sixteen
of the top 20 retailers in the United
States use PTR products,” he says.
PTR is also the largest manufacturer in the Local 502 union in Philadelphia. “We’ve had a very good
partnership over all these years of
management and labor working together as a team,” he says.

Giving New Life

based in philadelphia, ptr manufactures
waste and recycling equipment including
vertical balers and stationary compactors.

Going Strong

ptr prepares to mark 50 years of baler
manufacturing. by alan dorich

For PTR Baler & Compactor Co.,
it has been critical to stand behind its
products. “You don’t stay in business
110 years without always standing behind them,” Sales Operations Manager Lee McLaughlin says.
Based in Philadelphia, PTR manufactures waste and recycling equipment, including vertical balers,
self-contained and stationary compactors. McLaughlin notes that the
company started operations in 1907
as Philadelphia Tram Rail. “If you’ve
ever seen ‘Rocky,’ when he’s punching
the rack of beef, that meat rail is what
we manufactured,” he explains.
In the 1960s, the company moved
into manufacturing overhead cranes.
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“We built the crane that moved the
booster rockets for NASA,” McLaughlin says, adding that PTR
moved away from meat rails as they
became obsolete.
But when one of the company’s
customers, Pantry Pride, showed
it a vertical baler, “We said, ‘This is
something we can manufacture,’”
he states, adding that PTR has made
them ever since. “In 2019, it will be
50 years of baler production and still
going strong.”
The 1970s also saw PTR start producing compactors for waste disposal. Today, some of its largest clients
include Walmart, The Home Depot
and Costco, which all use its prod-

PTR’s manufacturing plants include
a location that it opened three years
ago in Plant City, Fla. “Every year, we
do a new phase of expansion,” McLaughlin says.
A good portion of the company’s remanufacturing work is performed in
the Florida plant. Currently, “We’re
the largest rebuilt equipment supplier in the United States,” he says, adding that the company remanufactures
800 machines annually.
“It’s a real value-add for our customers where we’ll rebuild their
equipment and re-install it,” he says,
noting that this increases the longevity of their machines. “There is a baler
we built in 1979 that is still in use at a
Thriftway store in Philadelphia.”
PTR continues to introduce new
machines and design, including its
50th anniversary baler. When released in 2019, it will be a smart machine that uses a human/machine
interface, touch screen operation, remote monitoring capabilities, fingerprint scanners and biometric locks.
“We’re always looking to improve the
safety on our equipment,” McLaughlin says.

Quality Control
PTR ensures the integrity of its machines by employing a full-time quality-control inspector who “reports to
none other than the president of our
company,” McLaughlin says. All ma-
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chines undergo a full quality control check before leaving its facilities.
The company also employs lean manufacturing methods, which has helped it see significant reduction in its
labor hours. “We’re always looking for the next way to
make the equipment better and to add quality into our
designs,” he says.
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ptr’s manufacturing plants
include a location that it
opened three years ago in
plant city, fla.

Success Stories
McLaughlin joined PTR 17 years ago as he worked in a
cooperative education program while he attended high
school. “Instead of spending time in shop class, I came to
work here at PTR,” he recalls. “I was an electrician in our
manufacturing plant.”
He praises the company’s culture, which promotes
heavily from within. “I’m not the only story like this,” he
says. “We have several employees that have been longtime employees who started as co-ops or as helpers in a
shop that have moved into management positions.”
Currently, PTR works with four schools in the Philadelphia area, including Thomas A. Edison High School.
“We help develop and layout their welder-training program,” he says, adding that the company has had many
graduates from Edison join its staff.
The firm also participates in several community outreach programs, including the Port Richmond Industrial
Development Enterprise (PRIDE). “That’s an organization consisting of several companies in Port Richmond
section of Philadelphia that came together to make improvements to the neighborhood,” he explains.
McLaughlin praises how PTR’s management treats its
employees. “The door is always open,” he says. “They’re
always there to discuss anything you may want to talk
about. They’re very respectful to all the employees and
really look out for everyone.”
He sees growth ahead for PTR. “We’re really making

great headway into more and more large accounts,” he
says. “We just continue to increase our business year after year.
“It’s a very solid company to work for,” McLaughlin
continues, noting that PTR has benefited from its philosophy of building quality products and standing behind
them. “It’s really paid off for us.” mt

lean manufacturing
methods have helped the
company significantly
reduce labor hours.
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